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Cracks startirg from Hert zian contact with friction

Endresl
(First received February

Abstract

Cracks due to repeated contact stresses are found in pitting
of gear teeth and in T-heads which are used to attach blades
in turbomachinery. In these two eramples the directions
of the eracks are aery different and an etplanation was
sought. In gears, both the norrnal and the tangential loads
a,re repeating, whilst in T-heads the noryno,l load is steady,
but the langential friction load is repeating. Crack growth
theories u)ere applied which allowed calculation of lhe di-
rection of the crack path. Good agreernent was found with
the obserued initial directions of cracles in gears leading
to pitting, as well as those cracks in T-heads. The crack
directions aaried strongly with the coefficient of friction
in gears, whilst in the case of T-heads the crack direction
uas the same for all ualues of the coefficient of fnction.
Size effects ntalce larger contact areas Tnore susceptible to

failure and require lower allowable pressures. This is an
important conclusion. Th,e coefficient of friction was the
goaentin,g paro,rneter in all cases and it should be kept as

low a,s possible.

and J. Coutlakis 2

1993; ^linai version July 1993)

Nomenclature

half the contact width
Young's modulus
coefficient of friction
load
stress intensity factor, opening
mode due to tensile stress
stress intensity factor, sliding
mode due to shear stress
pressure
mocimuln Hertzian pressure
radius
strain energy density factor
stress intensity factor

dimensionless cartesian coordiuates
cornplex variable z - r * iy
llormal stress
shear stress

Poisson's ratio

Introduction

Contact forces of compression and shear are classical eng-
neering problems in railways and gears. Failure records in
America of government and commercial equipment show
that sliding and rolling elements under heavy loads are

among the most unreliable mechanical components.
Rolling contact phenomena are of considerable prac-

tical and theoretical i*portance, since the region of the
contact zone between machine elements movitrg in rolling
contact, or in combined rolling and sliding, is subject to
stresses and deformations that are not easy to duplicate
in other types of equipment.

An extensive literature exists, some of which was re-

viewed in [1] , and research is continuing as loads and
speeds continue to increase. The understanding of the
failure mechanism still leaves some open questions, par-
ticularly for pitting in gears where numerous explanations
and theories have been proposed.

Pitting is a surface fatigue failure and occurs
where surfaces come into contact under conditions of
rolling/sliding motion, high surface loadirg, and marginal
lubrication. It starts at small asperities apd becomes wider
as it grows (Figure 1.). The pitting cracks start at angles
of 10 to 30o. The coefficient of friction in gears is normallt'
smaller than 0.15.

View A

Figu re 1. (.) Pitting crack growing (1) and fully
developed (2),(b) pitting crack orientations in gear

teeth, from [5] For details compare Figure L2.

One established explanation, the hydraulic pressure

mechanism, was initiated by Way in 1935. Way concluded
from experiments under pure rolling that a lubricant is

necessary for pitting, that the fluid enters the crack and is

trapped as the contact area closes the crack. The. pressure
then increases and tensile stresses in the crack tip cause
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the crack to grow.[2;3] Kaneta [4] investigated a three-
dimensional crack inclined at {50 against the surface with
oil present in the crack and discussed crack growth under
shear (mode II) and tension (-ode I).

These theories serve well as an explanation for cracks
and pitting formed in the dedenda of gear teeth (Figure
lb, redrawn from Dudley [5] and \iemann t6]). However
they fail to explain the normally' less severe cracking in the
addenda regions, where the lubricant gets squeezed out of
the crack and is not trapped. Thel' also do not deal with
the start of the crack.

The authors therefore doubt that the hydraulic pres-

sure mechanism plays any role in crack initiation. Further,
after initiation, other mechanisms must exist to propagate
cracks in the addenda and consequently in the dedenda as

well.
An i-portant observation in Figure lb is that there

is an obvious relationship between the direction of the
shear stress applied to the surface and the direction of the
cracks. Figure 2 represents a close-up of the contact area
(in the addendum) with two possible cracks and shows that
a crack on the left side of the inclined load will be opened
by tension, whilst the crack at the right side is mainly sub-
ject to shear. The orientation of the left crack in Figure 2

::rt"rlonds 
to pitting in the addenda of Figure 1b, detail

Crock
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is symmetrical with respect to the centre line on the left
of Figure 3a.

In both applications the final fatigue cracks sta,rt close

to the edge of the contact area and run more or less per-
pendicular to the surface (Figure 3u). However, in the
contac t zone a thin surface layer is plastically deformed by
shear, sometimes producittg a step at the edge of the con-

tact zone. Numerous very small randomly inclined cracks
start in this layer. The final, almost perpendicular fatigue
crack, shows no plastic deformation and starts from one of
these small cracks (Figure 3b).

crock

Figu re 2. lnclined load
open the left crack by

mainly subject to shear.

on the half spa ce y > 0

,F elliptica lly distrib uted ten ds to
tension, whilst the right crack is

Vertical component of the Pressure
is p(u), the maximum value is ps.

This idea was first proposed by Kiser l7l and inde-
pendently by Arcan t8] and was first used as a guideline
for this study.

Other applications where fatigue cracks and fretting
:tear the edge of contact areas have caused problems in-
,:lude wedges in axial dovetails in generator rotors, as in-
vestigated by King & Lindley, [9J and recentll in T-heads,
rvhere the normal load in the contact is steady, but the
iangential friction load is repeating (Figure 3u). Note:
Figure 3a shows only the right half of the geometry, which

Steqd

Figure 3 (.) Crack in T-head contact area (only right half
shown) under steady vertical load F and repeating

horizontal load H, (b) enlarged contact area.

In gears such plastic surface deformation by rolling
and sliding is also observed (Figure 12),particularly if the
surfaces are not very hard.

The aim of this investigation wa^s to obtain a clearer
uhderstanding of the mechanism of the final fatigue cracks
and the direction in which they start. The investigation
concentrated on the left side of the contact zones in Figures
2 and 3 and considered only short cracks with a length o'

of 0.1 to 0.5 x b, where 2b is the width'of contact zone.

P hotoelastic investigation

Prior to the theoretical approach, described below, Pho-
toelastic tests were carried out.[1;10] These tests depend
highly on the finish and the accuracy of the surfaces, as

under most conditions the contact width 2b is narrow and
asperities lead to local disturbances. Figure 4a shows a

photoelastic test by Maul [10] of a cylinder pressed against
a flat plate with a contact area which was 22.5 mm wide.
At the left edge of the contact area a semicircular groove
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to the dotted line and the elliptic one in Figure 3. Most
real pressure distributions will fall between these two. The
main difference is their slope at the edge of the contact.
Therefore the theoretical investigations described below
are limited to the Hertzian case of plane strain and start
f+om closeC solutions ef sh€ stress fi€ld as given by F+pl
[11] or Smith U Liu.[12]

For a cylinder in contact with a semi-infinite plane,
the stresses due to the normal load with the elliptic distri-
bution

p=pox1ffi
(NB. r normalized to b = 1 at the edge of the contact)

are given by Foppl [11] after the substitution 
(1)

z= cosh7with s*iy,^f -a*iB

-1.5

=1,5
Compression

Figu re 4 (.) Photoelastic test of a cylinder pressed against
a flat plate, coefficient of friction f - 0.2 from [8], (b)
enlarged semicircular notch at left side of contact area

showing tensile stress along surface.

(radius r = 0.75 mm) was cut to aid i' the observation
of the stresses in the area where cracks were suspected to
start.

The ratio of the tangential load to the vertical load
was 0.2. On the left side of the groove, &t an angle of ap-
proximately 36o, a tensile stress of approximately 0.055p0
was measured, which is a fourth of the value of the ten-
sile peak (o, = 0.4p0 at r = 1, see Figure 5) without the
groove. Clearly the small round groove reduces the peak
stress very effectively. This would not be the case if the
groove were replaced by a small crack in a direction nor-
mal to the observed tensile stress, which roughly coincides
with the direction of cracks in gears. It would be instruc-
tive to carry out photoelastic tests with such cracks in the
future

In the meantime, it was decided to examine differ-
ent theoretical methods which could possibly describe the
observed cracks.

The theoretical stress field

The stress field in gear tooth contacts was approximated
by the plane-strain Hertzian equations. Local asperity
peaks, which were not considered here, lead to local three-
dimensional deviations from the plane-strain field. In
T-heads with well-rounded contact corners, the Hertzian
equations can also be used next to the edge as an ap-
proximation; compare the pressure distribution according

in the form

crcr : -PosinB [t-" -sinhaffiJ
cy, - -posinB [r-" *sinhCIffi]
lo*yl -po sinh a sin f

cosh Zq-cos2B

A tangential load f p caused by friction acting in the di-
rection shown in Figure 2 leads to stresses

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

For plane strain and the same materials, the contact width
2b is given by

Asz

6y,
lm"y2

-Po I

Figure 5. Tensile stress os

f

= 2f po cos Be-" * f rr",
= -fTru,
= - for,

2b-2por+

b
p - oPot

with u for Poisson's ratio and the radius r of the cylinder.
Note: For two cylinders in contact r is replaced by

1

*+i
The normal force becomes

in Hertzian contact

- 0.2.

Tension

with shear
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The distribution of the tensile stress ox is shown in
Figure 5 for a coefficient of friction of f
left end of the contact zone the tensile stress parallel to
the surface has a peak of 2f ps, where ps is the manimum
Hertzian pressure. In gears with po often greater than
1500 MPa and f - 0.15 (which is a high value a^ssuming
marginal lubrication) the tensile peak is greater than 450
MPa, which is close to the endurance limit.

Crack path calculation

Fatigue crack propagation in a highly nonlinear stress field
is certainly difficult to predict. The theoretical investiga-
tions described below are limited to the case of plane strain
and start from the previously mentioned closed solutions
of the stress field. They assume, in accordance with St
Venant's principle, that at some distance roughly equal
to the crack length the presence of the crack does not al-
ter the stress field. Thus the stress field of the uncracked
geometry can be used to predict the direction of crack
growth. Obviously this assumption has limitations in the
considered non-linear stress field and the investigation was
limited to crack lengths equal to one quarter (0.bb) of the
contact width (2b). For longer cracks FE methods must be
used for calculations with the cracked geometry. Here the
closed solutions (3) and (4) are taken.

Methods f and II

Two theories were used for the formation of cracks. The
first (I) follows the widely accepted practice of assuming
crack growth normal to the maximum principal stress in
the crack opening mode with the stress intensity /i1 , tr€-
glecting any influence of shear.

As the above may be a severe assumption in this case,
a second theory (II) wa^s used. This theory was proposed
by Sih [13] and applied by Wojcik,[l4] and includes all
modes I{t, I{n (and /(rrr in 3-dimensional cases). It pos-
tulates crack growth in the direction of steepest decrease
of the strain energy density (or local strain energy), which
is given for plane strain by

dut (I+v\r.
- - V l"? * ol - v(o, * ay)'+ 2rlvl fzldV

Note: This criterion deviates slightly from the classical
one that postulates that the crack growth is driven by the
release of the total strain energy stored.

Both theories in linear fracture mechanics have been
successfully used to predict the onset of rapid fracture if
critical values are exceeded or to predict subcritical crack
growth in fatigu€, which was the aim of this study.

The followi.rg points are made regarding the applica-
tion of these theories.

Remarks to Method I
The first theory (I) was used in a simplified form, fol-
lowing Bueckner [15] and Mariott,[10] allowinE lit to be

t7

determined from the stress distribution in the uncracked
body'. The stresses existing in the uncracked body, which
would be able to close the crack, were applied along the
surface of the opened crack. However, the exact stress dis-
tribution was replaced by an approximation, which in the
case of a crack starting at the surface (see Figure 6) can
be written as

Iit

and was claimed by Mariott [16] to be within a few per-
cent of extensive FE solutions. The calculations were done
stepwise with a program allowing the starting point at the
surface of a semi-infinite plane to be chosen along any point
along the x-axis, and the crack growth was followed nor-
mal to the murimum principal stress d1 , which in turn was
numerically calculated from equations (3) and (4). The
length a of the crack was taken as the secant of the curved
crack path , caa and otip determined and I{t calculated
with equation (8).

(8)

oove

otip

Figure 6. Averaging method of Mariott.[16]

The calculation was stopped whel ofip became nega-
tive as the crack grew. This evidently would be different
if the calculation was done with the cracked geometry and
the length of the cracks shown in the results do not nec-
essarily indicate the real length of the cracks. The tensile
crack peak shown in Figure 5 would move downward to
the tip of the crack and promote further crack growth.

Remarks to Method II
The second method establishes a strain energy density fac-
tor

t-t dw
^s - rii (e)

which can reach a critical value ,S, at which fracture will
start. Under plane strain S can be related to /{1 -rrd /(rr
by

(oo)

o(x)

S - asl{l * anlirI{n * a,,rl{?,
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where the coefficients ar: t ar2, azz are functions of the
angle between the crack surface and the direction in which
S is determined.

The critical value S" and I{t" are related through

s" - (1 + u)(r - 2r)* (10)' 2rE
A second method was used to determine S and then

accorditrg to (10) an equivalent

Iirc
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stresses only, assuming no influence of the steady stresses.
Evidentll' these assumptions can be improved [1b] to in-
clude the influence of hydrostatic pressure.

Results

The results are presented separately for the two load cases
using both theoretical methods in each case.

Results load case A, whole load repeating

The calculations were done for starting points o = 1.8- 1.0
(edge of contact at t = 1.0), 0.9 - 0.2 and coefficients of
friction f - 0.1 to I.2. Crack paths were not found for all
these parameters and of the existing ones only a selection
at the edge of the contact area was shown.

Load case A method I (principal tensile stress pro-
motes crack , I{r from equation (8)) with a crack starting
at the edge of the contact area t - 1 is shown in Figu re T .

The same is done with method II (strain energy density
method, tensile and shear stress promote crack l{rc from
equation (11)) ir Figure 8.

SIF 1

Figu re 7. Load case A method l. Crack paths in the c - a
plane starting at the edge of the contact area at c = 1 and

dimensionless stress intensity factors SIF - I{tl (Or{6)
plotted over y. The coefficient of friction f ,aries from 0.1

to I.2.

A comparison of the two methods shows some simi-
larity of the crack paths and of the dimensionless stress
intensity factors SIF and SIF". They reach a ma)cimum
and then decline (which may not happen when a calcula-
tion with a cracked geometry is carried out).

In order to find some understanding of the pitting
formation in gears the neighbourhood of the left edge of
the contact zone in Figure 2 was further investigated by
varying the starting points of the crack. The coefficient of
friction was kept in the range of 0.1 - 0.3, as in gears 0.1b
is the highest va.lue to be expected. Figures 9 and 10 show
a remarkable result, that cracks starting between c = 0.9

(11)
(1 + u) (1 - 2r)

was calculated, which can be directly compared to the I{r
obtained from the'first method.

The second method starts from a point selected at
the surface. It calculates the strain energy there and then
searches on a half circle with radius 16 for the direction of
the steepest decrease of the strain energy density in which
the crack is assumed to grow. The radius rs should be of
the same order of magnitude as the thickness of the plastic
zone. Growth of the crack was followed by increasittg step-
wise the radius around the same starting point and again
determining the direction of the minimum strain energy
density.

The cracks can run into regions of high hydrostatic
pressure, depending on the starting point. Here the cracks
will be subject to compression, and sliding of the crack
surfaces on each other is i-peded by friction and asperi-
ties.

Two load cases A and B

Load case A assumes the whole load to be repeatirrg. The
contact width was considered constant, so that the calcu-
lation does not present a rolling or sliding contact, but in
the case of an external elliptic load, normal p(r) (Figure
2) and tangential f p(*) applied repeatedly. However this
case did give some insight into the crack initiation in gears
(Figure 1).

Load case B assumes the tangential load f p(r) only to
be. repeating; the normal load p(r) (Figu re 2) was steady.
This loading was similar to the T-head in Figure 3.

The criteria used at the crack tip to stop the crack
growth calculation (although in practice the crack will not
necessarily stop here) were:

For Method I:
Load case A Stress normal to the crack a,, < 0
Load case B Steady plus repeatittg stress

For Method rr;TT:lJ:i5i"llo"b: 
o

If on
stress across the crack faces 1 f ,on.

Note that on was always due to the steady plus the
repeating load.

The coefficient of friction across the crack /. was set
1

For both methods the crack growth directior ard the
stress intensity factor lit were calculated with repeatit g

(2") E S
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Figure 8. Load case

Howev er, S I F" =

plots as in Figu re 7.

I{t" from equation

v.

and 1.3 line up to an asymtotic path irrespective of their
starting point.

There are, however, differences between the results of
the two methods. The angles of the asymptotes shown on
the left side and the murimum S I F values for f - 0.2
are also slightly different. Beyond r = 1.3 the calculations
were stopped as the stresses and S I F near the surface are
small and the method II did not find solutions for small
values of friction.

Discussion: load case A

Despite the differences between the two methods there
seems to be reasonable agreement and cracks start in direc-
tions as observed in pitting (Figures 1 and 2). The crack
path of method II for f - 0.2 in Figure 10 coincides with
the 'valley' of rmax = 0 (zero order) in the photoelastic
test, otr the left sides of Figure 4 (") and (b) There is
also a 'valley'of the strain energy density (Figure 11) into
which the cracks run from different starting points, which
explains why they all line up.

Most of the strain energy resides in or below the con-
tact area and it is rernarkable that only the small energy
peak at x = 1 should produce a crack. Most conventional
explanations for rolling damage point to the mucimum
shear stress rmax - 0.3p0 at y - 0.78, which certainly ex-
plains darnage starting frorn defects at that lower y level.
The two explanations, the conventional based on rma* and
the olle presented here, describe two distinct failure mech-
anisms, the first starting well below the surface and the
second on the surface.

The angles of 12 - 32o on the left side of Figures I
and 10 agree well with the angles 10 - 30o observed on
gear teeth. Figure 12 from Joachir FSf shows such gracks

below and above the pitch point. Steeper cracks only occur
very close to the pitch point. The coefficient of friction
is higher there.[l] Steeper cracks agree with crack paths
shown in Figures 7 and 8.

0.1

0
0

0.2

o.4

v
Figure 9. Load case A method l. Various crack paths with

starting points near the left edge of the contact zone
between o = 0.9 and 1.3 and maximum SIF values for

f - 0.2. The coefficient of friction f uaries from 0.1. to 0.3.

SlFs

0.1

0

0

0.2
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0

o.2

0.4

v

(1

A method Il. Same

Iit,/ (n'rt) with

1) was plotted over

0.4

v

Figure 10. Load case A method ll. Same plots as in Figure
7. However, SIF was replaced by SIF". The maximum of

SIF" (for f - 0.2) was approximately reached at

Amax - 0.01.

In sliding contacts, such as gears, the load in Figure
2 travels repeatedly over the surface and would be able to
propagate cracks in the directions shown in Figures 9 and
10. The influence of such travellittg loads on the growth of
an existing crack could be calculated, but this was beyond
the scope of this paper.

The dimensionless stress intensity factor SIF" for / =
0.15 is approximately 0.035, which for example results with
Po = 1 000 MPa and b - 0.2 mm in

I{u - srF"poJb - o.gb 10e\re00m) Nm(-1.5)
( 12)

SIF

X+

t.

(
-

j

_ 5M Nm(-1.5)
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Figure 11. Load case A. Strain energy density in the contact
zone. A close-up of the tiny energy peak at c = 1 is shown.

A 'vall.y' in front of the peak can be seen.

I{u in equation (rz) is in the order of magnitude of
the fatigue threshold value A,Iftn which in t4] ; given as
6M N 

^-L'5, but other sources give lower values.
It could be concluded that the stress intensity found in

these calculations is high enough to explain fatijue cracks
starting in the direction as observed in gear teeih (Figure
2). Therefore the idea of cracks initiating on the left side
of Figure 2 is confirmed.

There is another i*portant aspect of the size effect.
Equation (I2) means that wider contact areas b, which
in gears means larger modules, should use lower allowable
Hertzian pressur€s ps.

The crack at the right side of Figu re 2 at c = 1 calcu-
lated with method I would not open and grow, &s the nor-
mal stresses would be compressive (see FiIure b). MethodII was not tried in this case, and Figure i f ako does not
indicate the possibility of a crack starting at x - 1.

N&O JOERNAAL VOL. 9, NR 3, Igg3

Dedend urn

Figure 12. Cracks below and above the pitch point of a
driven gear made of through hardened and tempered steel

ck 45 N.[16J

Results load case B, normal load steady, tangential
load repeating

The calculations for load case B were done for similar pa-
rameters as in case A. Again crack paths were not found for
all the parameters particularly with method II for cracks
starting at r ) 1.

Load case B method I with a crack starting at the
edge of the contact area x = 1 is shown in figure tB and
the same with method II in Figure 14.

SIF 0 1.2

0.2

Figure 13. Load case B method l. Crack paths in the r - y
plane starting at the edge of the contact area at x - 1 and

dimensionless stress intensity factors SIF - I{rl@or/61
plotted over Y- The coefficient of friction f varies from 0.1

to L.2, small values result in limited crack length. The
dotted lines are for an additional repeating bending stress.

ll
X

v

l-t
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slFe 1 0 1.2

o.2

(-
l-

s5
Figure 14. Load case B method

13. However, SIF" - I{rc/
equation (11) was

in Figu re

from

In contrast to load case A there was no influence of
the value of the coefficient of friction on the crack paths,
although their length depends on the coefficient of friction.
A comparison of the two methods again shows some simi-
larity of the paths and of the dimensionless stress intensity
factors SIF and SIF".

With the aim of finding some understanding of the
crack formation in T-heads the neighbourhood of the left
edge of the contact zone in Figure 3 wa^s further investi-
gated by varying the starting points of the crack. The SIF
values are shown for y = 0.05 and y = 0.4 and a coeffi-
cient of friction f - 0.8, which is typical for highly loaded
contacts [17;18] (Figures 15 and 16).

Figures 13 and 14 show that the crack calculation
stopped at some limited crack length which increases with
the coefficient of friction. Figures 15 and 16 show that
inside the contact area (x
coefficient of friction was high enough. The minimum fric-
tion was0.3 and for method II it went up to 0.5 for E = 0.5.
Friction below this minimum was not able to start a crack.

In the T-head, repeated bending caused by the re-
peating horizontal force H (in Figure 3) is present in the
left side of the contact. The right edge of the T-head at
e = 1 is free of stresses whilst in the Hertzian case there
are compressive stresses ct. The bending part of these
stresses at t = - 1 was approximated by a stress linear
with y and added as a tensile repeatittg term to or. The
results at r = 1 are shown as dotted lines in Figures 13

and L4, and as dotted arrows in the S I F plots in Figures
15 and 16. The bending considerably increases the stress
intensities, but hardly changes the crack paths.

Discussion: load case B

Agreement between the two methods was again quite good.
Exceptions are the SIF values at y - 0.4 and the angles
of the crack paths close to the loaded surface. This is due
to the influence of shear (/{t 1 mode) which is taken into

2T

SIF

v-

a-2

0.4

v

Figure 15. Load case B method l. Various crack paths with
starting points between r = 0.6 and 1.3 and SI F values for

f - 0.8 and g = 0.1 and y - 0.4. The coefficient of friction
f on the left side and the associated lines indicate where
the crack path calculation was stopped. For small / often

racking was fou nd .

o.2

0.4

v
Figure 16. Load case B method ll. Same plots as in Figure
L4. However, SIF was replaced by SIF". The method ll

did not find solutions for n t 1.01.

account by method II. However, the angles at a distance
y - 0.5 from the surface are generally less than 53 - 58o

with small deviations. With the estimated influence of

0

0

v

0

0

+'

I SIF"
f-AAl

i y- 04 f: 0-8 L.
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bending the angles change to approximately 75o which is
in good agreement with angles found in practice (Figure
3).

The dimensionless stress intensity factors SIF and
SI F" are not so different for both methods. However, both
are roughly doubled by the superposition of bending, indi-
cating that the Hertzian close field is strongly affected by
the far field stresses in the tang of the T-head. The val-
ues of S I F and S I F" show no prominent mucimum at the
edge o - 1 of the contact zone, suggesting that the crack
should start there. However, the observed final cracks in
Figure 3 show a preference for starting at r = 1. The
rnentioned step in the plastic zone may favour the crack
location. Fretting may also create conditions which favour
a crack location at the edge.

Ruiz et al. [20] and He & Ruiz [21] have run tests on
dovetails and found that cracks started slightly inside the
edge of the contact area near to the strongest fretting. The
fretting was measured as an increase of roughness (Taly-
surf) to greater than 6 prn. The original machining rough-
ness was I pm. The combined fatigue-fretting damage pa-
rameter (FFDP), defined as the product of the tangential
a, stress, the shear stress and the relative sliding displace-
ment controlled the crack growth where fretting played an
important role.[19] The possibility of introducing the fret-
ting roughness as starting crack length into the fracture
mechanics was considered, but rejected due to the scarcity
of experimental information.

The FFDP parameter has the dimension N2m-3
which is the square of the dimension of /i. This means
here again that in dovetails or in T-heads size effects are
to be expected, demanding a reduction of pressure as the
size b increases.

Conclusions

The two cases of fatigue cracking in gears and in T-heads
can to a great extent be analysed by crack growth calcula-
tions starting from closed solutions. The directions of the
crack paths agree well with those found in practice. In the
case of gear cracks, the crack directions vary strongly with
the coefficient of friction, whilst in the ca^se of T-heads the
crack direction is the same for all values of the coefficient
of friction. Fatigue strength estimates based on initial de-
fect sizes in gears are in the correct order of magnitude.
Size effects make larger contact areas more susceptible to
failure and require lower allowable pressures. The coeffi-
cient of friction is the governittg parameter in all cases and
should be kept as low as possible.
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